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IMPERIAL BATHROOMS UNVEILS STUNNING NEW TRADE SHOWROOM 

Imperial Bathrooms, the leading quintessential British bathroom manufacturer, announces 

the opening of its stunning new showroom in November 2012 that has been exclusively 

designed for bathroom retailers and contract customers. Coinciding with the launch of the 

company’s new 2013 Design Guide and website, the 1,500 square feet showroom in 

Aldridge, West Midlands, will showcase Imperial’s new, spectacular bathroom collections. 

 

First opened in 2006, the showroom has recently undergone a major refurbishment ahead 

of presenting Imperial’s latest product additions to the bathroom industry, and aims to 

provide a spacious arena in which the company can showcase its stunning new collections 

for 2013. All Imperial customers – both old and new – are very welcome to visit the 

showroom and gain inspiration from the 2013 collections. 

 

The new showroom provides retailers with the perfect opportunity to see for themselves 

how these wonderful new collections from Imperial can bring their own showroom to life. It 

also allows them to view at first hand the extensive range of bathroom tiles, tapware, and 

other accessories that have been exclusively designed to fully compliment Imperial’s 

ceramic collections and serve to improve both showroom displays and customer appeal. 
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The showroom is also set to attract leading architects, interior designers, specifiers and 

property developers from around the world, providing them with the opportunity to view 

products and gain an appreciation of Imperial’s craftsmanship in order to help secure 

specifications throughout the hospitality and contract sector.  

 

The new products being unveiled in the showroom include additions to the best selling 

Etoile, Carlyon, Oxford, Westminster, Drift and Radcliffe collections. These are being 

displayed alongside the remarkable new basin stands, bathroom lighting, tile collections, 

mirrors and new range of accessories that complement Imperial’s ceramic collections. 

 

All of Imperial’s bathrooms are manufactured by skilled craftsmen and are handcrafted to 

exacting standards that set the benchmark for quality worldwide throughout the bathroom 

industry. 

 

For further information on Imperial Bathrooms’ product portfolio visit www.imperial-

bathrooms.com or contact it’s customer service team 0870 60 61 62 3 to order a copy of 

the 2013 Design Guide or to arrange a showroom visit. 
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PHOTO-CAPTION: 

Pictured here; Imperial Bathrooms’ stunning new showroom that has been exclusively 

designed for bathroom retailers and contract customers. Coinciding with the launch of the 

company’s new 2013 Design Guide and website, the 1,500 square feet showroom in 

Aldridge, West Midlands, will showcase Imperial’s new, spectacular bathroom collections. 

 

 

 


